Elon Fall Tennis Invitational September 11-13, 2015
Gold Singles Flight

---

**DeMoss** vs. **Taranto**
- 11am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-3, 7-6**

---

**Caswell** vs. **Hall**
- 11am Saturday
- **2015**
- **7-6(6), 6-2**

---

**Hall** vs. **Salas**
- 10:30AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **6-4, 7-6 (8)**

---

**Grinberg** vs. **Norregaard**
- 11am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-2, 6-2**

---

**Goodman** vs. **Hassey**
- 10:30AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **6-1, 6-3**

---

**Grinberg** vs. **Norregaard**
- 11am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-3, 6-3**

---

**Norregaard** vs. **Nielly**
- 11:00AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **7-5, 6-0**

---

**Gordon** vs. **DeMoss**
- 10:15AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **4-6, 6-2, 6-2**

---

**Taranto** vs. **Riviera**
- 10:30AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **4-6, 6-4, 11-9**

---

**Gordon Emory** vs. **Taranto Western**
- 8:30am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-3, 5-7, 6-2**

---

**Caswell** vs. **Beisenova**
- 10:30AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **6-1, 7-5**

---

**Salas** vs. **Hall**
- 11am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-4, 7-6**

---

**Hall** vs. **Grinberg**
- 1PM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **6-0, DNP**

---

**Norregaard** vs. **Aguado**
- 9:30am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-4, 6-1**

---

**Hassey** vs. **Nielly**
- 6-2, 6-2

---

**Patton** vs. **Grinberg**
- 10:30AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **6-2, 6-3**

---

**Aquado** vs. **Casey**
- 9:30am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-4, 6-1**

---

**Beisenova** vs. **Grinberg**
- 10:30AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **6-2, 6-3**

---

**Casey** vs. **Norregaard**
- 11am Saturday
- **2015**
- **6-1, 2-6, 6-4**

---

**Nielly** vs. **Casey**
- 11:00AM FRIDAY
- **2015**
- **7-5, 6-0**
Elon Fall Tennis Invitational September 11-13, 2015
Maroon Doubles Flight

Elon Phoenix™

Fuhr/Satterfield

6-3

Zalewski/Retolaza

Friday

Proctor/Kauffman

Emory

8-5

Amene/Swiderski

Kuse/Salas

Richmond

Sunday

8-3

Khal/Dollar

Liberty

Friday

Radosavljevic/DeCamps

Friday

Radosavljevic/DeCamps

GWU

7th place bracket

8-7(1)

Khval/Dollar

Sunday

8-6

Khval/Dollar

Friday

Khuva/Dollar

Proctor/Kauffman

Winthrop

Sunday

8-3

Proctor/Kauffman

Lucas/Janowicz

Elon

Sunday

8-3

Lucas/Janowicz

8-5

7th place bracket

Sunday

8-6

Anane/Swiderski

Zalewski/Retolaza

Sunday

8-5

Lucas/Janowicz

3rd place bracket

Zalewski/Retolaza

Friday

Proctor/Kauffman

Emory

8-5

Kuva/Salas

Richmond

Sunday

8-3

Kuva/Salas

Friday

Radosavljevic/DeCamps

Radosavljevic/DeCamps

GWU
Elon Fall Tennis Invitational September 11-13, 2015
Phoenix Doubles Flight

Nederlander/Kussainova GWU

Friday

Kissell/McLinden

8-2

Friday

Kissell/McLinden

Western

Friday

Thong/Crist

8-1

Sunday

Rivero/Shipley

Friday

Rivero/Shipley

EMORY

Friday

Rivero/Shipley

UNCA

Friday

Meredith/Zhang

WAKE

Friday

Meredith/Zhang

UNCG

Friday

extra match

Braschi/Casey

Sunday

Blythe/Boaz

Sunday

Nederlander/Kussainova

Sunday

Harding/Su

8-2
Elon Fall Tennis Invitational September 11-13, 2015
Acorn Doubles Flight

Muamba/Ramic NC Central
Friday
Muamba/Ramic WESTERN
8-3

Beittiol/Anasari
Friday
Beittiol/Anasari WESTERN

Casey/Zenoni ELON

Friday
Casey/Zenoni
8-0

Ranzahuer/Noreegaard
GA SOUTHERN
8-3

Beittiol/Anasari
Friday

Beittiol/Anasari WESTERN

Friday

Sunday

Groeneveld/Panchenko LIBERTY
8-7 (6)

Uelac/Aguado WINTHROP
8-7 (2)

Sunday

Ranzahuer/Noreegaard
Mabe/Brown (Liberty)
8-3

7th place bracket
extra match

Ranzahuer/Noreegaard
def
Groeneveld/Panchenko

Polk/Gazzola
8-6

Polk/Gazzola
Friday

Polk/Gazzola UTC

Rosales/Ramirez RICHMOND
8-7 (5)

Rosales/Ramirez
Richmond
8-6

Rosales/Ramirez
Richmond
Elon Fall Tennis Invitational September 11-13, 2015
Oak Doubles Flight

Moreno-Kaste/Castro EMORY
Ellis/Bridges
Friday
8-2
Ellis/Bridges UNCG
Moreno-Kaste/Castro
Friday
Bye

Hurt/Maguire WESTERN
Agelica/Hilton NC A&T
Friday
def. inj

Rennen/Williams
Sunday
8-7 (4)

Cover/Jeremic NC Central
Rosen/Gordon
Rosen/Gordon EMORY
Friday
def. inj

Renne/Williams
Friday
Davidsen/Sherrer UNCA
Renne/Williams RICHMOND
Renne/Williams
Bye
Friday
8-2

7th place bracket
3rd place bracket

Sunday
Bye

Bye
Sunday
8-3

Bye
Hurt/Maguire
Bye
Hurt/Maguire
Davidsen/Sherrer
Extra Matches
Olivia Lucas (Elon) won vs. Pancheuko (Liberty) 6-1, 6-3
Castro (Emory) won vs. Taranto (Western) 8-6
Fuhr (Emory) won vs. Anasari (Western) 6-3, 6-2
Kissell (Western) won vs. Ellis (UNCG) 8-5
Webb (Western) won vs. Lopez (Emory) 8-7 (3)
Gordon (Emory) won vs. Maguire (Western) 8-4
Satterfield (Emory) won vs. Bettiol (Western) 8-6
Nielly (Western) won vs. Su (Emory) 8-3

Moreno-Kaste/Castro (Emory) won vs. Norregaard/Ranzahuer (GA Southern) 8-2
Taranto/Webb (Western) won vs. Harding/Gordon (Emory) 8-4
Louw/Francisco (UNCA) won vs. Uzelac/Aquado (Winthrop) 8-6